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Abstract 
A node in a graph G = (V,E) is said to dominate itself and all nodes adjacent to it. A set 
S C V is a dominating set for G if each node in V is dominated by some node in S and is a 
double dominating set for G if each node in V is dominated by at least two nodes in S. First 
we give a brief survey of Nordhaus-Gaddum results for several domination-related parameters. 
Then we present new inequalities of this type involving double domination. A direct result of our 
bounds for double domination in complementary graphs is a new Nordhaus~3addum inequality 
for open domination improving known bounds for the case when both G and its complement 
have domination umber greater than 4. 
1. Introduction 
The classical paper [13] of  Nordhaus and Gaddum established the following inequal- 
ities for the chromatic numbers g and ~ of a graph G = (V,E) and its complement G, 
where n = [ V[: 
2x/-n~<z + ~<n + 1, 
(n + 1)2 
n<~z.~<<. - -  4 
We are concerned with analogous inequalities involving domination parameters in 
graphs, in particular the "double domination umber". In general, we follow the ter- 
minology and notation of  [5]. A node in G = (V,E) is said to dominate itself and all 
nodes adjacent o it, i.e., all nodes in its closed neighborhood N[v]. A set S C V is a 
dominatin9 set if each node in V is dominated by some node in S. The domination 
number 7(G) is the smallest cardinality of  a dominating set. Many domination concepts 
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have been studied. For a recent survey on domination-related parameters, ee [8]. In 
[6] we define S C V to be a double dominating set (dd-set) for G if each node in V 
is dominated by at least two nodes in S. The smallest size of a double dominating set 
is the double domination umber, dd(G). 
We begin with a brief overview of Nordhaus-Gaddum (NG) inequalities for several 
domination-related parameters. Then we present new results of this type for the double 
domination umber. 
2. Previous results 
For each generic invariant/~ of a graph G, let # =/~(G) and ~ = kt(G). Inequalities 
on/~ + ~ and/~. ~ exist in the literature for only a few of the many domination-related 
parameters and most of these results are of the additive form. 
2.1. Domination number 
In 1972 Jaeger and Payan [9] published the first NG results involving domination. 
Theorem A1. For any graph G 
7+~<n+ 1, ), • y~<n. 
Cockayne and Hedetniemi [4] sharpened the upper bound for the sum. 
Theorem A2. For any graph G, 7 + ~ <<. n + 1 with equality i f  and only if  G = Kn or 
G = Kn. 
Laskar and Peters [11] improved this bound for the case when both G and G are 
connected. 
m 
Theorem A3. When G and G are both connected, y + ~ <<. n with equality if  and only 
i fG  =P4. 
A much improved bound was established for the case when neither G nor G has 
isolated nodes by Bollobfis and Cockayne [1] and by Joseph and Arumugam [10] 
independently. 
Theorem A4. I f  there are no isolated nodes in G and G, then 
+ ~ ~< [n/2J + 2. 
2.2. Open domination umber 
Cockayne, Dawes and Hedetniemi [3] defined S C V to be a "total" dominating set 
if the subgraph < S > induced by dominating set S has no isolates. Obviously this 
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is equivalent to agreeing that each node v is regarded as dominating only its open 
neighborhood N(v) and not itself. We say that S C V is an open dominatin9 set if the 
union of N(v) for v C S is V. The open domination umber 7t(G) is the minimum 
number of nodes in any open dominating set. 
Theorem AS. I f  G has no isolated nodes and A <~ n - 1, then 
7t+~n+2 
with equality if and only if G or G is inK2. 
We improve this upper bound for 7t + ~ in Section 3 for the case when 7,7 >/5. 
2.3. Connected omination umber 
A dominating set S is a connected ominatin9 set if < S > is connected. The 
connected omination umber 7c(G) is the minimum number of nodes in any connected 
dominating set of G. Sampathkumar nd Walikar [14] introduced this invariant and 
established the following NG result. 
Theorem A6. I f  G and G are both connected and n>~4, then 
7c +~<...n(n - 3) 
with equality if and only if G is P3. 
Hedetniemi and Laskar [7] improved the preceding bound. 
Theorem AT. I f  G and G are both connected, then 
7c + 7e-..<n + 1. 
This bound was further improved by Laskar and Peters [11]. 
Theorem AS. I f  G and G are both connected, then 
n + 1 i f  and only i f  G is Cs, 
?c+~-c = n i f  G=Cn,  n>~6or G=Pn,  n>~4, 
or i f  G or G is the graph of  Fig. 1. 
2.4. Edge-edge domination umber 
An edge-edge dominatin9 set S is a set of edges such that each edge in E -  S is 
adjacent o an edge in S. Let 7'(G) denote the smallest size of an edge dominating 
set. Schuster [15] found the following NG results conceming edge-edge domination. 
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• qv  ~ 
Fig. 1. 7c + ~c = 6. 
Theorem A9. For any graph G with n >~ 3, 
Theorem A10. For any graph G with n = 2(mod 4), 
n 
~<7'+7 '~<n-  1, 0~<7"~7~<4(n-2). 
3. New Nordhaus-Gaddum inequalities 
We now consider our main objective, namely to find NG results involving double 
domination. A full node of G has degree n - 1. In order to establish these inequalities, 
we list from [6] the following properties of the double domination umber. 
Theorem Al l .  For a graph G with no isolated nodes, the following bounds are sharp 
2<~dd<~n. 
Furthermore, i f  G has a node v such that for all x E N[v], deg(x)~>2, then dd < n. 
Theorem A12. A graph G has dd =- 2 if  and only if  G has two full nodes. 
Theorem A13. I f  G has minimum degree 6>>.2, then the following bound is sharp 
dd<~ ~ Ln/2j +7 fo r  n = 3 and n = 5, 
L kn/2J + 7 -  1 otherwise. 
Theorem A14. A graph G with no isolated nodes has 
2n 
dd >~ - -  
A+I"  
We now give our first NG inequality involving dd. Note that if both G and G have 
no isolates, n ~>4. 
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m 
Theorem 1. I f  both G and G have no &olated nodes, then 
6 <<. d d + d-3 <~ 2 n , 9 <<. d d . -d-d ~ n 2 . 
The upper bounds are attained if  and only i f  G = P4. 
Proof. Let G and G be graphs with no isolated nodes. Then A, zi~<n-2. Theorem A12 
implies that dd, dd >13 and the lower bounds are straightforward. The upper bounds 
follow directly from Theorem A11. If  G = P4, then dd = dd = 4 = n and the bounds 
of the theorem hold. Conversely, if the upper bounds are sharp, dd = dd = n. From 
Theorem A11, dd = n if and only if for each v E V there is at least one node u E N[v] 
with degree 1. Therefore, at least n/2 nodes in G have degree 1. Then at least n/2 
nodes in G have degree n - 2 > 1. Similarly, G has at least n/2 nodes of degree 1, 
implying that G has at least n/2 nodes of degree n - 2. Thus, both G and G have 
exactly n/2 nodes of degree 1 and n/2 nodes of degree n -  2. This implies that G has 
a maximum of two nodes with degree n - 2 > 1 and P4 is the only graph with these 
properties. [] 
Although we restrict our attention to the additive inequality, we note that analogous 
results can be similarly obtained for the multiplicative inequality. 
D 
Theorem 2. I f  G and G have no isolated nodes, then 
2n(n -  3 + A+I )  
(n - 6)(A + 1) 
m 
<~ dd + dd. 
Proof. Let G and G have no isolated nodes. From Theorem A14, 
2n 2n 
d d + d d>~--~-~ + -~ + 1. 
Substituting n - 6 - 1 for A gives the bound. [] 
New upper bounds follow directly from Theorem A13 when 6~>2. 
Theorem 3. For any graph G having 6,-6 >~ 2, and n >>, 6, 
dd +-d-d <~ [ n+7+~-2 '  i f  n even, 
L n+7+~-3 ,  i f  n odd. 
This bound is achieved by C 6. Let x denote the node connectivity of G. Using the 
following results from [2,16], we establish a corollary. 
Theorem A15. For any graph G with ~ >>. 3, 7 + 7 ~< x + 3. 
Theorem A16. For any 9raph G, K <<. 6. 
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Corollary 1. For any graph G of order n >>. 6 having ~ >>. 3 and 6,-6 >~ 2, 
dd+d--~<~ {n+6+l ,  i f  neven 
n+6,  i f  n odd 
We now present our main result. The first part of the proof is a special case of a 
result from [2]. 
Theorem 4. I f  G is a graph with 7,7 >~ 5, then 
dd +dd<~n-A  +6-  1. 
Proof. Given G with 7, 7 ~> 5 consider an arbitrary pair of nodes x and y in G. There 
exists a set of nodes W c V such that W is not dominated by {x, y} in G and I wl ~>~- 
2~>3. Now W, WU{x}, and WU{y} are independent sets in G. Thus, in G each pair 
of nodes must have at least ~-  2 common eighbors. Furthermore, these neighbors are 
mutually adjacent in G. 
Next we show that G has a dd-set with size at most x. Let S be a minimum sized 
cutset for G and let nodes x and y be in separate components of G-S .  Hence x and y 
have at least ~-  2/> 3 mutually adjacent common eighbors and these neighbors must 
be in S. Let X C S be the union of the sets of neighbors for all such pairs x and y. 
Then X doubly dominates itself and G - S. Now if <S> has no isolated nodes, then 
S is a dd-set for G with size ~: and we have completed our argument. 
Thus, let I be the set of isolates in S. If u, v E I, then u and v have at least ~ - 2 >t 3 
mutually adjacent common eighbors in the same component of G - S. Replace (u, v} 
in S with a pair of these neighbors. Obviously, u and v are now doubly dominated by 
S as are the nodes replacing them. Repeat this process as long as there is a pair of 
isolated nodes in <S>.  Let I '  be the set of new nodes in S. Note that II'1 ~< [II. The 
only remaining consideration is a single isolate, say u, in <S>.  For a node w C X, 
u and w have at least ~ - 2 mutually adjacent common neighbors in G - S as u is 
an isolate in <S>.  By the definition of set X, each node in N(w) N (G - S) is also 
dominated by at least two adjacent nodes in X N N(w). Hence, we can replace w in S 
with x E N(u) n N(w) obtaining a dd-set for G, so dd ~< x. A similar argument holds 
for G. Thus, dd+d--d<~K+~. Then ~c~<6 implies dd+-d-d<~6+-6. Substituting n-A  - 1 
forS, we havedd+d- - -d<. f+n-A-1 .  [] 
Clearly, any dd-set is an open dominating set, so dd~Tt. Hence we obtain the 
following corollary which improves the known NG bounds for open domination for 
the case when 7, 7 ~> 5. 
Corollary 2. I f  graph G has 7, Y ~> 5, then 
7t+~<<.n- A +6-  l<~n- 1. 
We note that if the number of isolated nodes in <S> is even in the proof to 
Theorem 4, the theorem holds for the case when 7 = 7 = 4. Hence we make the 
following conjecture. 
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Conjecture 1. I f  graph G has 7, ~ >/4, then 
(1) dd+dd<~n-  A+b-  l<~n-  1, 
(2) 7t + ~S <.n - A + b - l <~n -1 .  
m 
We conclude by showing that graphs G and G which satisfy the requirements of  
Theorem 4 do, in fact, exist. The following construction of  graphs G with 7 = r and 
= s, 2<~r<~s, was shared with us by Robert C. Brigham (unpublished). 
Construct ion.  Construct a graph with the node set V = AUBUC where A is composed 
of  ( s~)  nodes labeled by the (s -  1)-subsets of the set of integers {1,2 . . . . .  rs}, and 
B = {ba,b2, . . . ,b r} ,  C = {cl ,c2 . . . . .  Crs}. Add edges as follows: A tAB is a complete (rs-1) subgraph, node cj is adjacent o the \ s-2 nodes in A whose labels include j as a 
member, and bi is adjacent o c~+i, where 1 <.i<.r and O~k<.s  - 1. 
For an example of  a graph G with 7 = 7 = 5, let r = s = 5 in the construction. 
Then B is a min imum dominating set of size 5 for G and {cl ,c2,c3,c4,c5} C C is a 
min imum dominating set for G. 
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